
Golden Key Challenge 
 

Name_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Game Objective:  Get the crab to the golden key without touching the monkey in the middle! 

Learning Objectives:   

Review:  Creating a new file and saving to your desktop; deleting and adding sprites; animating 

sprites; setting sprite coordinates; using conditional statements and looping statements in 

your scripts; creating variables. 

New:  Understanding stage coordinates for movement. Creating code to move the sprite by 

arrow keys.  Learn how to make a sprite glide.  Learn how to create an event called a 

broadcast to track when the time runs out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

_________ Step 1:  Open up a new Scratch file, save to your desktop as “golden key”. 

_________ Step 2:  Delete the cat sprite.  Next, locate the crab, key and monkey2 sprites.  Place them on the  

                     stage as pictured above. 

________   Step 3:  Set the starting position (coordinates) for crab sprite.  So that he always   
                    returns to this spot when the green flag is clicked. Test. 

________   Step 4:  Program the crab so that the claws open and close. Test. 
 
________   Step 5:  Program the “crab” sprite to move up, down, left and right using the  
                     arrow keys.  Test to be sure they all work properly. 
 
________   Step 6:  Program the crab sprite so that when the crab touches the monkey  
                     sprite in the middle, it plays the “zoop” sound and the crab is sent back to the  
                     starting position. Test. 
 
________   Step 7: Program the monkey sprite to glide vertically up and down on the stage 
                    creating a more challenging obstacle for the crab. 

________   Step 8:  Program the golden key to play a celebratory sound when the crab touches it.   
                     (Hint:  this will be a conditional statement!)  

 

 

Does everything work properly so far??? Okay, let’s add more challenge to this activity!  You are going to 
create a timer that gives the player only 10 seconds to make it to the golden key! Follow the steps! 

________    Step 9:  Create a Timer.  (That means you are making a variable!)   Set the timer  
                     for 10 seconds.  Make the time counts down in 2 second intervals. Test! 

________   Step 10:  Make a new sprite.  On this sprite, type the words “Out of Time!” Program  
                     the sprite to hide when the green flag is clicked. 

________   Step 11:  Create a broadcast that tracks when the time is equal to 0.   
 
________    Step 12:  When time runs out, the “Out of Time!” sprite shows and all code stops  
                      running. Test! 
 
________    Step 13:  Double Check!!!! When the green flag is clicked the timer resets to 10.  

________    Step 14:  Save your changes.  Upload the file to your Google drive. 


